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Abstract: This paper is concerned with two monopole eects: the induced charge
from a theta vacuum and the fermions from bosons eect. Here we point out that
these seemingly disparate eects combine together in a natural way at strong coupling;
producing a spectrum of absolutely stable spin-half dyons from an underlying purely
bosonic gauge theory. The manner in which they do this has some implications for the
dual standard model.
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This paper is concerned with two eects regarding monopoles, both of which have
been known about for some time now. These are the fermions from bosons eect [1]
and the induced charge from a theta vacuum [2]. Our reason for discussing them is
to indicate that these two eects combine together in a natural way that has some
implications for duality.
At rst sight the fermions from bosons eect and the induced charge from a theta
vacuum appear quite unrelated to each other, apart from the obvious fact that they
both pertain to monopoles. In the fermions from bosons eect the dyonic composite
of a scalar electric charge and a (scalar) magnetic monopole has half-integer angular
momentum, with an associated fermionic statistics [3]. Alternatively the induced charge
from a theta vacuum derives from an EB interaction, which modies electromagnetism
in such a way that an electric charge sees the magnetic monopole as being dyonic.
The point we wish to stress is that for strong electric coupling these two eects
combine together in a natural way. This is because the theta vacuum eects the
energetics of composite electric-magnetic states such that they become less massive
than the monopole and are therefore stable. Then the fermions from bosons eect
means that these composites are spin-half fermions. In this sense these two eects
combine together to produce a quantum eld theory of stable fermionic dyons from an
underlying purely bosonic theory.
Throughout this paper we will try to keep the discussion simple by framing our
arguments within an SU(2) theta-scalar-gauge theory; however it is important to note
that the conclusions do hold more generally. To be specic we consider an SU(2) !
U(1) symmetry breaking model [4], with an extra complex doublet scalar eld providing
the scalar electric charges.
Such a theory consists of two scalar elds interacting with an SU(2) gauge eld,





















Here the scalar elds  2 su(2) and Ψ 2 C2 have covariant derivatives
Dµ = ∂µ + e[Aµ,], DµΨ = ∂µΨ + eAµΨ, (2)
whilst the eld tensor F µν is the covariant curl of the gauge potential Aµ
F µν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ + e[Aµ, Aν ]. (3)
We mention that whenever components of the above elds are considered it will be
with respect to the Pauli spin matrix 1
2
σi basis of su(2).
Then, with respect to a vacuum 0 = iησ
3, the electric charges of the resulting
particles are dened through the U(1) electric eld




around a quantum of the matter eld. The spectrum of such particles is:
particle eld charge q spin mass
scalar bosons 3 0 0
p
λη
charged scalar bosons ψ 1
2
e 0 m
photon A3µ 0 1 0
charged gauge bosons Aµ e 1 eη
Table 1: Spectrum of particles in electric sector.
For simplicity we take the mass of 3 and ψ to be roughly the same.
In addition the theory also contains a (topologically) stable ’t Hooft-Polyakov mag-
netic monopole/anti-monopole [5], which lie asymptotically within the residual U(1)
theory





Their magnetic charge 1/e therefore satises the Dirac condition (1/e)(e/2) = 1/2.
As these monopoles are solitons they have a nite core radius and mass
Rc  1
eη
, mmon  EB + Es  4piη
e
(6)





d3r jDφ j2 2piRcη2, EB  12
∫
r>Rc
d3r B2  2pi
e2Rc
. (7)
An important point of later relevance is that these values of Rc and mmon prescribe
whether the monopole is classical or fully quantum mechanical. By comparing the
monopole’s Compton wavelength λC  m−1mon to its core-size Rc,
λC/Rc  e2/4pi, (8)
the monopole is revealed to be classical at weak coupling and fully quantum mechanical
at strong coupling.
With the above particle spectrum we are now in a position to examine the eects
of the theta vacuum. As indicated above the importance of a theta vacuum is that it
induces an electric charge on a monopole. Witten [2] originally showed this through
examining a Bohr-Sommerfeld quantisation of the electric degrees of freedom around a
monopole. Here we use some more recent arguments that rely only upon the form of
the classical theory.
Before examining the full eects we comment that a theta vacuum does not eect












for which it is simple to verify that this contribution vanishes for a ’t Hooft-Polyakov
monopole. Thus the theta term has no direct eect on the eld equations that govern
the prole of the monopole.
Instead the theta vacuum acts in a more subtle manner; modifying the denition
of the electric and magnetic eld from the associated Noether charges. Coleman [6]
showed that when an electric charge feels the monopole through its U(1) gauge potential



















Thus the electric charge sees the magnetic monopole as being a dyon with electric and
magnetic charge






That this eect is due to a modication of the electric and magnetic elds can be
seen directly through an argument of ’t Hooft [7]. He expresses the theta and gauge




µνF ρσ − 1
4
trF µνFρσ = − θe
2
8pi2















Note that here, however, there is a hidden assumption that only the electric eld is
shifted (to be consistent with Coleman’s argument.) Consequently the electric eld
around a monopole is shifted by the magnetic eld
E 7! − θe
2
8pi2












This again leads to the magnetic monopole gaining an extra electric charge, in consis-
tency with (12).
An interesting consequence of this theta eect is that the induced electric eld
changes the monopole’s mass, essentially by the electric mass of the induced eld. This









which is also consistent with interpreting the coecient (1+θ2e3/64pi4) in (13) as scaling









composite qm qe = qθ + q V (Rc) J
mψ+ 1/e −θe/2pi + e/2 −θe3η/16pi2 1
2
mA+ 1/e −θe/2pi + e −θe3η/8pi2 0
mψ− −1/e θe/2pi − e/2 −θe3η/16pi2 -1
2
mA− −1/e θe/2pi − e −θe3η/8pi2 0
Table 2: Electric sector.
where we have taken approximately half of the monopole’s mass to reside in its magnetic
eld, as in (6). It is interesting that the arguments (11) and (13) do not depend upon
a perturbative expansion but are exact results; as such one should expect the above
expressions to be valid at both weak and strong coupling.
We now make a brief comment that will prove of some relevance later. For a weakly
coupled gauge theory it is clear that this extra mass has little eect, since it is strongly
suppressed through a cubic power law. However at strong coupling the situation is
completely dierent. In that regime and for sucient theta most of the mass of the
monopole resides in the electric eld, with the original monopole mass representing a
small correction.
For the time being we discuss the eects of a theta vacuum for general coupling.
Thus far we have seen how a theta term induces an electric charge and increases the
mass of a magnetic monopole. The question is now what eect does this have on the
stable soliton spectrum of the theory? To examine this we will be concerned with the
induced Coulomb interaction between a magnetic monopole and electric charge, with
this interaction being prescribed by the induced charge.
For an electric particle of charge q and magnetic monopole/anti-monopole of charge
1/e the induced theta interaction can be described by a Coulombic potential outside
the monopole’s core




, r > Rc. (17)
Inside the monopole’s core the magnetic eld, and hence induced electric eld, decreases
to zero at the centre. Thus the magnitude of V (r) also decreases steadily to zero by
Gauss’s law.
Clearly for non-zero theta V (r) takes the form of a binding potential between the
monopole/anti-monopole and positive/negative electric charges. In that case suitable
charges are classically bound to the monopole/anti-monopole at a radius r  Rc, which
leads to the following spectrum of classically stable composites:
Here qm is the composite’s magnetic charge and qe it’s electric charge, which has con-
tributions from both the theta vacuum and the bound particle.
In table 2 the potential V (Rc) represents the composite’s (suitably negative) binding
energies. These describe the maximum internal energy that the composite may have
and still remain bound. At weak coupling these binding energies are small, whilst
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at strong coupling they can be substantial. One can imagine a plasma of interacting
magnetic and electric charges consisting mainly of dyons for temperatures less than the
binding energy and disassociating into their constituents otherwise.
Also included in table 2 is the angular momentum J of the dyonic composites.
These relate to the angular momentum in the dyon’s electromagnetic eld
J =
∫
d3r r ^ (E ^B) = qqmr^, (18)
where q is the electric charge at vanishing theta [8]. Thus the mψ composites have half-
integer angular momentum, since both constituents are scalar. They are therefore spin-
half fermions [1, 3]. The mA composites are slightly more tricky: from (18) one would
expect the angular momentum to be unity, however the spin of the gauge boson also
contributes. Noting that the mA composite represents a quantised Julia-Zee dyon [9],
which are known to have zero angular momentum, conrms that the composite has no
spin.
It is interesting that this spectrum of composites violates both charge and charge-
parity maximally. Recalling the electric/magnetic elds are parity P even/odd and
charge conjugation C odd, the charges (qe, qm) of a dyon transform as
P : (qe, qm) 7! (qe,−qm), CP : (qe, qm) 7! (−qe, qm). (19)
From table 2 the spectrum of stable composites clearly violates both P and CP maxi-
mally; inheriting the parity and charge-parity violation of the E B theta term.
Thus far the analysis has not explicitly depended upon the strength of the coupling.
However, as mentioned above, it is only at strong coupling that the binding energy
will be substantial. Only in that regime, where the monopoles are fully quantum
mechanical, does the theta vacuum have a profound eect on the nature of the resulting
quantum eld theory.
For this reason the rest of this paper is devoted to discussing the t Hooft-Polyakov
monopoles in the strong coupling regime. However it is important to be aware about
strong coupling eects; for instance lattice simulations indicate the U(1) theory becomes
conning. Thus to discuss the full implications of the theta vacuum both of these eects
should be studied together [10].
However such a discussion would greatly complicate the following analysis; indeed
connement is still not a completely understood phenomenon. Instead our tactic is to
assume that the problem can be broken down into two parts: one part considering the
eects of the theta vacuum on the monopole, ψ and A degrees of freedom; and the other
part applying the eects of connement to the resulting particle and soliton spectrum.
We comment that because of the nature of these eects this seems a fairly natural
way to proceed; however a full treatment could eect some details of the following
arguments, although the general eect should remain qualitatively the same.
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Therefore we now discuss the eects of the theta vacuum on the monopole and
particle degrees of freedom at strong coupling. To do this we examine the mass of the
composites and interpret the least massive states as the stable solitons, since they may
not decay. Such least massive states then represent the fundamental solitons of the
theory.
The mass of a monopole in a theta vacuum has already been determined in (16);
at strong coupling and sucient theta the energy in the electric eld is the (strongly)





Now when an electrically q charged particle is bound inside the monopole it’s electric









Providing we can neglect the mass of the constituent ψ or A particle, as is consistent









Similar arguments apply for composites containing an anti-monopole. These masses
should be compared to determine the spectrum of composites at strong coupling.
We now make a brief comment about a question with a long history, namely: what
is the role of electromagnetic-mass [11]? In many situations this question is still unan-
swered, for instance it is unclear how much of an electron’s mass originates in its
electromagnetic eld. In the above argument we are taking the electric eld around
the ψ or A quanta to eect the mass of the composite, but that is because the amount of
a monopole’s mass residing in its electromagnetic eld is clear. The eect this electric
eld will have on the mass of ψ or A is unclear; although in the weak coupling regime
this (innite energy) is generally removed through renormalising.
To nd the least energetic soliton states of the theory we compare the dierent
composite’s masses in the following table
composite mass composite mass
mψ+ (1/2− θ/2pi)2ηe3/8pi mψ+ (1/2 + θ/2pi)2ηe3/8pi
mψ− (1/2 + θ/2pi)2ηe3/8pi mψ− (1/2− θ/2pi)2ηe3/8pi
mA+ (1− θ/2pi)2ηe3/8pi mA+ (1 + θ/2pi)2ηe3/8pi
mA− (1 + θ/2pi)2ηe3/8pi mA− (1− θ/2pi)2ηe3/8pi
Table 3: Masses of the composites.
Of these the masses of the monopole/anti-monopole and relevant composites are de-
picted in the gure below:
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Figure 1: Variation of soliton masses with theta angle.
have heavier masses and are un-
stable. In consistency with ta-
ble 2 all of the lighter composites
have attractive forces between their
constituents.
In conclusion at strong cou-
pling there are three regimes with
dierent spectra of stable dyonic
composites:
θ 2 [0, pi/2], monopole/anti-monopole lig
θ 2 [pi/2, 3pi/2], mψ+, mψ− lightest states
θ 2 [3pi/2, 2pi], mA+, mA− lightest states
Each of these three regions rep-
resents a dierent phase of the quan-
tum eld theory, with a dierent spectra of fundamental excitations. Within each of
these phases it is impossible for the fundamental excitations to decay into another state.
This result represents the main observation of this paper. To complement it we now
make a couple of relevant observations from g. 1.
The rst comment is that for each (qe, qm) dyon depicted in g. 1 there is both a
parity conjugate (qe,−qm) and a charge-parity conjugate (−qe, qm) of higher energy.
This relates to previous comments about the dyons inheriting the parity and charge-
parity violation of the theta interaction. It should be noted that the theory is still
charge conjugation symmetric, with (qe, qm) being of equal mass.
The second comment is that the 2pi periodicity of theta is evident in g. 1. The
point is that at θ = 2pi the monopole-A+/anti-monopole-A− composites become equal
in mass and charge to the original monopole/anti-monopole at θ = 0. Because of this
the stable monopole-gauge boson composites within θ 2 [3pi/2, 2pi] are interpreted as
being the original monopoles for θ 2 [−pi/2, 0].
To conclude this paper we indicate some further extensions and implications of these
results:
(i) General Case: Although this paper is concerned with the SU(2) ! U(1) case most
of the results do hold in other symmetry breakings. For these the theta vacuum can
modify the spectrum of least massive solitons, with the dyons again becoming stable.
The resulting spectrum of states will also be parity violating, although their specic
properties will depend upon the model considered.
The reason why this eect generalises so readily is because the theta induced inter-
action is always Abelian [12]. That is, even when the induced charge has non-Abelian
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components, the induced charge is always associated with an Abelian interaction. Thus
all arguments within this paper immediately carry over to more complicated cases.
For a discussion of why the theta interaction is always Abelian we refer to refs. [12,
13]. Essentially not all of the gauge group can be globally dened around a monopole
for geometrical reasons, which limits the form of possible monopole-charge interactions.
It transpires that the theta induced charge always relates to an Abelian part of the
globally allowed gauge group.
(ii) Relation to a Dual Standard Model: Much of the discussion in this paper was
motivated by a similar eect of relevance to a dual standard model. This motivated the
present SU(2) case to explain and clarify many arguments within that more complicated
situation.
To explain the relevance of this paper we rstly recall a few features of Vachaspati’s
dual standard model [14]. This represents a recent and novel approach for explaining
many features of the standard model within a gauge eld theory context. The goal is
to model the standard model fermions within a dual theory where particles are repre-
sented by monopoles. However, the remarkable feature is that much of the behavior of
elementary particles occurs naturally within the monopole spectrum of Georgi-Glashow
SU(5) ! SU(3)SU(2)U(1)/Z6 gauge unification. For instance the magnetic charges
of these SU(5) monopoles match the electric charges within one generation of the stan-
dard model.
Were all elementary particle properties to arise in such a manner this would strongly
support an origin of the observed elementary particles as monopoles from SU(5) gauge
unication; implying a particularly simple unication of matter and interaction. Such
a ’dual unication’ is not bound by many constraints from grand unication, allowing
it to be at fairly accessible energy scales [15].
The relation of the present work to the dual standard model is that the SU(5)
monopoles should be considered at strong electric coupling to be fully quantum me-
chanical and thus represent the elementary particles. Then, by similar arguments to
those in this paper, it might be expected that within a suitable theta vacuum many
of these monopoles will combine with electric charges to become naturally fermionic.
Such a calculation has been carried out in ref. [16] and the resulting spectrum does
appear compatible with the standard model.
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